Undergraduate Audition Requirements
Double Bass

Those auditioning to be Music Majors, please prepare the following:

1. Two contrasting movements chosen from: a concerto or sonata, short classical pieces, and/or etudes. These should effectively demonstrate the lyrical and technical abilities of the candidate.
2. Major and melodic minor scales – 2 octaves

Those auditioning to be Music Minors or for lessons only and non-major music scholarships, please prepare the following:

1. Two contrasting movements chosen from: a concerto or sonata, short classical pieces, and/or etudes. These should effectively demonstrate the lyrical and technical abilities of the candidate.
2. Major scales – 2 octaves

Any questions concerning the audition requirements, admission to the music program, or studying double bass at MTSU should be directed to Dr. Carol Nies at crnies@mtsu.edu or 615-898-5318.